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1Bernard DeVoto, vrho was not a trained historian and
(3.ld not consider himselx a '^'professional,*' achieved his
greatest success in the field of historyo His three vol
umes on the exploration and settlement of the American
nontinent--The Year of Decisiong 1846. Across the Vlide
Mis souris and The Course of Empire-—have won praise and
admiration from scholars and non-professionals alikeo-^
But DsVoto did not write a very common brand of history®
He was concerned, in all three books, v:ith bringing the
past alive in an immediate and intimate sense; he wanted
to make the people, the emotions, and the events of the
westward movement available to his readers as personal
experienceo This is not an easy task, for it attempts to
achieve something like the effect of imaginative liter--
ature while maintaining a fidelity to historical ^fact®^
The extent to v/hich DeVoto was successful is impressive©
As Wallace Stegner point's out, ®*These histories are re
lated to Farkman^s in their quality of personal partici
pation, in the way history can be felt on the skin and in
the muscles. . c « They belong, Stegner says, on the
shelf with I^rescott, Bancroft, Motley, Adams, and Parlanano
They go beyond the simple recording of objective data,
they contain %ore than mere information? these are not
merely history as record, they are history as literatures"^
This is high praise, but there is an irony in such classi
fication! it exposes a paradox in DeVoto*s "vrriting a
paradox vfhich v;ill "be examined here in some detail®
Bernard DeVoto had a great deal to say about how his
tory should be written. He expressed his views in pro
fessional Journals and popular magazines, in lectures^ in
books of criticism^ and at various places in the histories
themselveso"^ Taken togetherp this body of criticism consti
tutes DeVoto's informal theory of historiography, and cer
tain central ideas form the core of that theoryo The para
dox to be examined here is most effectively revealed vrhen
DeVoto's theory is confronted by his own practicei there
iSs as will be shovm^ a distinct disparity between the
twoo DeVoto's practice, as exemplified by the history
trilogy, conflicts with two aspects of his theorys gen
eral statements about how history should (or should not)
be 1-rritten, and more specific (though still theoretical)
statements about the nature of ^erican history—espe
cially Western history^ Although many aspects of this
TDaradox could be discussed, it can be most fully and
meaningfully revealed by examining, as ooth a literary
device and an historical concept, the central idea on
which the trilogy is based—Manifest Destiny^ It is this
idea around which many examples of the paradox cluster©
First the theory®
II
"Metaphysics, said Bernard DaVoto^ *^is not experience,
and the philosophy of history is not history. *^5 This state
ments seemingly simple yet complex in implications lies at
the heart of DaVoto^s thinl^ings and it colors all of his
attitudes^ He made his position perfectly clear in answer-
to Edmund Wilson's request that he declare himself» that"
he define his principles of criticisms
I amp if you must have wordsj a pluralistp a rela-
tivisty an empiricisto I am at home with the con
crete inquiries of historians and scientists? and
uneasy among the abstractions of critics and meta-
physicianso I confine myself to limited questions;
I try to use methods that can-"be controlled "by fact
and experience? I am unv/illing to let enthusiasm or
desire or a vision of "better things carry me farther
than the methods will go "by themselveso I resU
ultimately on^experience and, where that fails, on
common sense© °
This reads like a manifesto, stated in good Jamesian prag
matic terms; it is a set of principles that he applied
equally to the writing of literary criticism, literary
history, and his own specialty, social historyo He felt-
that writing history was an exacting task and that the
historian must "be committed to the discovery of objective
fact; he was suspicious of conclusions based on intuition
or deduction or a priori argment or any "system^* of logic;
and he ridiculed vrriters who claimed they had discovered
in Merican history the existence and operation of '^higher
truthso** "I distrust a'bsolutes, " he saido **Rather, I long
4ago passed from distrust of them to opposition© And with
them let me include prophesyp simplificationj generall-
zatioHj abstract logiCj and especially the habit of mind
which- consults theory first and experience only afterv/ard,
DeVoto®s opposition to these forms of thinking was
largely based onp and stimulated by, his disagreement': ^ith-
the methods and findings of literary historiansj most of
whom he considered incapable of writing accurate^ objec
tive history'^The literary historian^ DeVoto clalmedj
^practices intuition as a method of researcho Ke has fre
quently announced his superiority-to fiacts and customarily
dismisses as a pedant the historian who insists on saying
nothing that facts do not" justify® He prefers truths—
poetic perceptions, guesses^ and beautiful notionso The
favorite target for many attacks Ilk© this one was the
critic and literary historian Van Wyck Brookso Brooks^
DeVoto feltj was typical of those literary historians who
consulted their own theories and ignored both the experi
ence of others (they had none of their ovm to rely on) and
the data of history; in fact, they knew almost nothing
about history,® The student of literature^ DeVoto saidj
must also be a tireless student of historyo "There is no
separation bet\^een the fields^ Ttie study of Mericaii
literature is now set squarely in a frame of history and
attached to it by a vreb'of linkages and connections at:
every possible point,Brooks—and many others like him—
had studied literature (some less than others^ and some
presumably very little)j, but they were ignorant of the
historical backgrounds to that literature., So DeVoto is
sued a warnings "Writers must be content to hold their
peace until they^knovr what they are talking about,
These are strong wordSj- but they are typical of
DeVoto's attitudes and his tone,. They are also an accurate
reflection of the manner in which BeVoto took Van Wyck
Brooks to task for the theories he had expressed about Mark
Twain in his book The Ordeal of Mark Twain, 1920» BeVoto's
own book Mark Twain^a Americao published in 1932^ was an
attempt to discredit much of what Brooks had said about
Tv^ainj but it was especially aimed at Brooks^s discussion
of the significance of the West in Hark T\^ain®s life and
careero^^ Ihe particulars of the argument are not relevant
herep butlthe grounds on which DeVoto justified his own
study and simultaneously attacked the efforts of others in
the same field are Important® They are simples "My claim
to some measure of authority in these pages derives from
the fact that I have lived in a frontier community and
kno-vm frontiersmanp as none of the literary folk who now
exhibit ideas about frontier life have done^ and that for
many years my Interests have led me to study the frontier^
a study that has never commended itself to those exhibi-
tors« DeVoto felt that he knew the frontier intimateljs
through concentrated study and personal experience; these®
he maintained^ vj-ere the necessary ingredients for any writer
who v/anted to make his subject matter come to life^ to in
still in the reader a feeling of personal involvement^ the
excitement of direct participation and first-hand knowledge.
DeVoto *s quarrel with literary people—a quarrel v/hich
had begun long before he published Mark Twain's America,
and which continued through his entire llfe--reached its
peak of intensity when he published The'Literary Fallacy^
1944^ Again his target was the '^literary folks'^ and he
accused them of creating and perpetuating the literary
fallacy? "essentially^ the belief that literature is a
measure of culture»''^3 The literary-fallacy, BeVoto said,
"is not a formal fallacy but rather a complex of fallacies
of logiCj defects In observation and understandings and
errors in fact« DeVbto claimed that these errors were
easily explained? they were a reflection and a direct"
result of the operation of "the literary mind^ ** a phrase
he had used many times to characterize the literary his
torian's Intuitive method, his ignorance of and inability
to deal with concrete data,, and his preference for "poetic
perceptions" and "beautiful notionso^' _The literary mindp
he said, is consistently inaccurate, naive, and, because
of its habit of distortion and manipulation, intellectually
7dlshonesto llhese are not small faults®
The literary mind might be harmless in a vacuum, or
entertaining at a dinner-partyj "but DeVoto felt that It
was dangerous in the field of American history^ It de
ceived the reader, did a serious injustice to the American
people, and hopelessly confused'the events and nature of
American history<, It was a denial of the historian® s re
sponsibility to those who depended on him for accurate
information^ and it was unfair to future generations vrho
would want to know the truth about their past» "Mien you
set out to write history, DeVoto said, "no poetrj'" however
beautiful and no sentiment however commendable can be sub
stituted for statements of fact® Yet the literary mind
insisted on creating abstract generalizations about life
in America, such concepts as-the American mind, the
American point of view, the soul of America, and the Ajneri-
can experience® DeVoto saw these as projections of the
critic®s o\m biasess the creation of pattern and structure
where they did not existo Take, for example, "the American
mind^'s ^^The phrase represents •to any given person merely
a group of his private sentiments, and though it may be
used to symbolize those sentiments for people who share
themj it is barren of meaning to people who do noto"^^
Even more dangerous, DeVoto felt, was the application
of literary generalizations to the process of American
8history itself® The literary mind attempted to fit the
immense diversity of itoierican history into a preconceived
patterns, something that would provide continuity and could
explain particular events as simple variation on a "basic
theme—often some obscure principle stated as a literary
metaphor^ This was especially true when the literary folk
wrote about the V/estj the place they knew the least about
and had had no direct experience vrith; and consequently
it was here that the literary mind took its greatest lib
erties vrith facto • Ignorance of the frontier, for example,
produced useless nonsenses "Literary intuition,** DeVoto
said, o , asks us to suppose that on the frontier,
climate, geography, wealth, commerce, and occupation pro
duced no differentiation® All races, all degrees of in-
telligences all individual variation, that is, and all the
differences of religion and private interest and group
effort and civil war vrere overcome by some process of
mystical disintegrationo This kind of thinking simply
rendered Merican history imrecognizable^ It called for
strong opposition, and so DeVoto—in revolt against gen
eralisations, and on the 'basis of his knowledge of the
nature of Merican history—formulated his ov;n principle,
or anti-principles *^The past- of ^jnerlca is immensely com
plex and Immensely at war v/ith itself^ No unity exists
in ito Its discords and contradictions cannot be harmo-
niaeda It cannot "be made simple^. No one can form it into
a systemp and any formula that explains it is an halluci-
nationo
III ^
Bernard DeVoto published the first of his three his
tories, The Year of Decisions 1846, in 1943, some years
after many of the already quoted statements on hlstori-
ography were written, "but before publication of Ihe
Literary Fallacy; his second history^ Across the Wide
Misaourlg appeared in 1947> The Course of Em'pire, the
third volume of the trllogyj was published in 1952, Al
though each work deals with a different period of history
and different subject matter, and though a period of al
most ten years separated the publication of the first and
third volumes^ the three books should be viev^ed as a single
unit. They are unified by purpose and technique; as DeVoto
explained^ -"in all of'them the effort is to exhibit the
westward movement as a national experience and a nation
alizing forceo Taken in the order In Vfhich they were
written, the three volumes deal v/ith history in reversed
chronological sequence, each book examining an earlier
period and a broader scope of materials than its predeces-
sor» The underlying theme of the trilogy is the creation
and realization of a continental nation, and the motivating
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force "behind the events that are narrated (in all three
Dooksi) is Manifest Destlnyo
Set against the general political background In
1846-47, The Year of Decision: 1846 is the story of some
of the people—a v;ide variety, in fact, ranging from mis
sionaries to businessmenj from the Donner party to Captain
John C. Rr^mont to Colonel Stephen Watts Eearny and the
First Dragoons—who v/ent west in 1846; and DeVoto's ex
pressed purpose is "to tell that story in such a way that
the reader may realize the far vrestern frontier experience^
which is part of our cultural inheritance, as personal
experiences"^ But personal experience alone was not
enough; DeVoto wanted it to be seen and felt as part of a
larger contexts He specifically chose 1846 rather than
some other year because "1846 best dramatizes personal ex-
on
perience as national experience."
DeVoto's stated intention and his choice of materials
bring the paradox in his v;ritins to the foregrounds If
he objected, as has been shovm, to the use of concepts
like the American mind and the American experience, what
justifies his use of the term "national experience"? And
what does it mean? In Mark IVain^s America^ DeVoto had
said that Twain, "more completely than any other writer,
took part in the American experience. There Is, remember,
such an entity® Kow, in his histories, DeVoto was
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making that experience the "basis for his interpretation of
the v.'estward movements In light of his castlgatlon of
literary historians for using exactly such concepts, one
finds Bernard DeVoto the historian irreconcila'bly in con
flict with Bernard BeVoto the theorist; he is directly
suDject to his own criticism^ Ironically, the history
trilogy is a product of the literary niind«
There can be no douht that BeVoto considered "belief
in Manifest Destiny to "be" the major force "behind the de
velopment in -America of a continental nation, and that he
himself came to share that "belief retroactively^ He be
lieved that the election of James Ka Polk, a strong ex
pansionist, to the Presidency in 1844 was a clear expres
sion of the national will, "Folk came into office with,
as uninistakable a 'mandate' from the people as any in our
history«, « » ♦ His mandate v;as clears He was to get Great
Britain out of Orego^n-o He v;as to defend Texas against
Mexico—the election was a mandate to annex Texas. « . «
And needless to say, it was a mandate for Manifest Destiny.
In 1941, using material that had been gathered for The
Year of Decisions 1846^ DeVoto delivered a series of
eight lectures to the Lowell Institute in Boston; the
series was entitled "j^jnerican Empire, 1846s Manifest
Destiny and the Western Rrontiero (The lectures, vari
ously transformed, appeared as chapters in his book,)
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The implication of that title has already "been hinted ats
Manifest Destiny was an expression,, an emhodiraent, of the
Zsitp:eist,, and the inevitable result must he a continental
empireo
In the hook itself, DeVoto uses Manifest Destiny as
a thematic device to tie the many threads-of the narra
tive together^. He structures the narrative as an on-going
drama, using the techniques of fiction—color, detail,
characterizationj suspens'ej poetry, a mixture of realism
and romance—to heighten the action on stage. Thus Mani
fest Destiny, in addition to supplying an historical
justification or explanation for the events themselves,
accounts artistically for the movements--the appearance,
disappearance, and reappearance--of the dramatis personae
at. various places in the "ploto" Consequently, DeYoto
creates many scenes like the followings
At midnight or a little later, -I^FrancisJ Farkman,
resentful of the drunks, emigrants, and Kentucky''
Colonels turned his back on Pbrt Bernard, riding
hack to Fort Lararaie,, A fev; minutes later the-
Minneconjou began to come in, from the northeasto
A little later still a party from the vrest arrived,
nine or ten men, tvra women, two children, and
appropriate horses and packs—Jim Clyman keeping
an appointment vlth. destinyo25
In DeVotonarrative, all those who went west or were
already in the West in 18-^6 are, like Jim Clyman, keeping
appointments with destiny^ ' They are partaking of a na
tional experience and are fulfilling the role that history
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has chosen for them^ They are. In fact, personifications
of the process of history, performing dramatic roles in
dramatic situations^ Observe Jim Glyman again^ spot- •
lighted at one of these moments of suspense and decisions:
Cljnnan talked on, repeating his warnings and
threats—the mountain manj the man who knew,
the master of his wilderness^ pleading with
the tenderfeeto Till there was no more to
say^ the fire v:as only emhers shimmering in
the darkp and they separated, to lie awake
while the coyotes mourned and the Sioux
screamed—and think it over» In the desert,
where Laramie Greek empties into the Platte;
a moment of decisiono2"6
The occasion is Glyman's meeting v?ith the Donner party at
Fort Bernard on June 27} l846o Glyman was one of the few
men who had traveled the "shortcut" route to California
named for its promoter Lansford Hastings (Hastings himself
had not tried it "before he described it in his influential
The Emigrants" Guide to Orep;on and California)> and Glyman
urged the emigrants to stick to the old trails It was
good advice, and their refusal to follow it was one of the
decisive factors (hut only one of many) that led to the
famous disaster in Truckee Passo DeVoto paints the scene
skillfully, evoking the atmosphere of the meeting and ef
fectively describing the emotions of those presents His
technique is lively and convincingo But he is not satis
fied V7ith merely recreating -the experience. He must tie
this incident in with his'larger purpose, unitir^ the
historical process with the literary theme® And so Glyman
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becomes more than an individual, more than an experienced
man with sound advice to emigrants' decision
transcends simple ignorance or miscalculation (it becomes
heresy) because •"Merican history in the person of Jim
Glyman had told the Ijonner party not to take the Hastings
Cutoff from the California trail®"27
Many other characters and situations get the same
kind of treatment in Ihe Yea.r of Decision; 1846^, The
Mexican War and the events leading up to it occupy a good
many pages in the -bookj and these pages all sound a fa
miliar note® For examplep except for the specific circum
stances of the situations, DeVoto^s description of Captain
Cooke's entrance into ^nta Fe is amazingly similar to his
description of Jim Glyman'a role in the events of 1846«
Both men are personifications of historical forces
"Shaved, washed, brushed, his shoulder -straps and saber •
knot rubbed as bright as possible, he was formally con
ducted to Armijo, « « « The will of the war President had
found its instrument and in the person of Captain Philip
St, George Cooke, First Dragoons, Manifest Destiny was
calling on its first objective to surrender,
Cooke, like Clyman, . is seen as an "instrment" of
much larger forces that v;ere transforming the entire
consciousness• of the Jimerican nations The transformation
was complex and monumental, but it vras subtle tooo In
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describing it, DeVoto*s language becomes heavily metaphori
cal and poetic, almost mystical:
It v^as a taintness, a shririlcing back while the
feet moved forvrard in darkness? a premonition
more of the lov:er nerves than of the braino
Something had shifted out of plumbp- moved on
its base, begun to topple dovm® Something was
ending in Merica, forever,- A period, an era,
a social contract, a way of life was running
out. The light artillery at Palo Alto had sud
denly killed much more than-the ardent, aimless
Mexican cavalry, and it was intuition of this
death that troubled the nation's heart»29
We have already seen DeVoto's attitude toward the use of
literary abstractions and poetic perceptions in the writ
ing of history, especially when they are based on metaphor.
Olie language in the -example quoted above is an excellent
illustration of the paradox in his writing# Note that,
whereas he objects to a concept like the soul of America,
he is apparently v^illing to concede that it has a hearts
The Year of Decision; 1846 lays the groundwork for
the other two books in DeVoto's trilogyIt establishes
the technique, sets the tone, and focuses attention on
Manifest Destiny as the major force in the development of
a continental nationo It also defines the dual function
of Manifest Destiny as an historical force and a unifying
literary theme in DeVoto's work* Distinctions between
the two functions begin to fade in Across the Wide Missouri^
as the tvro become increasingly interchangeable,. In The
Course of Qn-pire they are-almost inseparable^
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Across the I'Jlde Missouri. 19-^7? focuses on the ri
valry between the American Fur Company (John Jacob Astor*s
firm) and the Hocky Mountain Fur Company (an outgrowth of
vailiam H. Ashley®s orisinal outfit) in the years I832-38.
Besides the fur traders, the other major element in the
story is the early missionaries and a fevr emigrants on
their way west, OTnis second sroup represents the onset
of a new era in the West; its members are manifestations
of the national will, the" first instruments of Manifest
Destiny in its early stageso^ The narrative is devel
oped around these two groups, and their Interaction over
the period that the book covers highlights the closing of
the era of the mountain man and the emergence of the emi
grant as a symbol and a purveyor of the future®
The stimulus for the book was the rediscovery in 1955
of some watercolor sketches that Alfred Jacob Miller made
while on a trip to the V/est in l857-38»^^ These sketches
are used to illustrate the book« Miller made the trip with
his patron. Sir William Drmmond Stevrart, whose vrestern
travels cover almost the same period as DeVoto*s narrative.
Miller and Stewart actually play very small roles in i^he
book, and DeVoto's real purpose is "to describe the moun
tain fur trade as a business and as a way of life; what
its characteristic experiences were^ what conditions gov
erned them> how it helped to shape our heritage, what its
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relation "v/as to the western expansion of the United States^
most of all how the mountain men livedo
DeVoto paints his portraits of mountain men with great
careo He displays an impressive knowledge about all as
pects of their way of life, and he recreates specific
events in the history of the fur trade^ events like the
rendezvous of I852 and the battle of Pierre's Hole, vrith
all the color and excitement of first-hand experience,
Ke obviously finds the mountain men fascinatingp and he
frankly admits his admiration for their talents: "It is
hardly too much to say that a mountain man® s life was
skilly He not only worked in the wildernessj he also lived
there and he did so from sun to sun by the exercise-of total
skills It was probably as intricate a skill as any ever
developed by any way of working or living anywhereo
DeVoto follows the mountain man from suji to sun^ describ
ing in detail the skills he used, the hazards he faced,
the kind of man he was—his fears, his joysj and his disap-
pointmentso He concludes that "any free trapper who sur
vived very long was on the evidence of that fact alone a
graduate mountain man.
DeVoto treatment of the missionaries and the emi--
grants is not nearly so flattering^ And here he displays
a rather startling vrillingness to generalize. It will 'be
remembered that DeVoto sharply-rebuked literary historians
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for making generalizations about the frontier when they
knev; nothing about it» The literary mindj he said, created
stereotypes which had no relation to reality^ For example^
it had created a "demi-virge" called the pioneers'
He goes V/est because he is "unadjusted" or "mala-
justedj" because he is an economic misfit, because
he resents authority or cannot stand discipline,
because he is driven to escape reality, because he
is under a compulsion to "revert," It turns out,
toop with the happiest results that he is coarsej
hard, extraverteds unintelligentj devoid of imagi
nation and culture, resentful and contemptuous of
everything he does" not understands He is a'pretty
accurate summary of the critic's phobiaso35
If accurate, this would seem to be a severe and telling in
dictment of the literary mind. What, then, was DeVoto
thinlcing about vjhen he v^rote the follovring description in
Across the Wide Missouri?
'The new type at its first appearance exhibits all
the characters of the emigrant?: total ignorance,
anxious stupidity, above all the inability to get
along with one another that was.to make the wagon
trains split into halves,•quarters^ eights, tend-i•
ing always to reduce the society to the family,36
And again;
They had already been 'quarreling and they kept if
up® They were further establishing the type—
denying the authority of their elected officers,
questioning decisions, disputing routes, reject
ing all trail discipline, bellyaching about al
leged fraud and alleged tyranny and alleged or
real stupidity, asserting with fists and endless
oratory the freeborn American's right to cleave
unto his own property in all circumstances and
to commit any damned idiocy his whim might sug
gest, 37
Here is the paradox in full bloom. According to his own
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formialaj DeVoto is projecting a set of phobias that simply
mimic those of the literary historian® He has written a
parody of his ov^n oriticismo To whatever extent these
descriptions of the emigrant are valid, the literary critic
must "be absolved of blame for oversimplifying; but to the
extent that they, are inacctirate, DeVoto is guilty of vio
lating his ovm ruleso The truth lies somev:here betweenj:
but" there can be little doubt that the paradox existsj
and is painfully obvipusj* in DeVoto's writings
DeVoto ®s preference for the mountain man over the
emigrant is not restricted to Across the Wide Missouri^
He had expressed the same attitudes in The Year of De
cisions 1846^ ass for example, in his comparison of Jim
Clyman and the Conner party» His comparison in that book
of an emigrant train and a fur caravan of mountain men is
interesting! "She fur caravan was a co-operative units
the emigrant train an uncohesive assemblage of individu-
38
alistso" He provides a further elaboration of the ef
ficiency of the mountain mens:
Apart from the Indian menaces travel on the Santa
Fe trail was necessarily easier than on the Oregon
trail for it was conducted by professionals^. This
was the commerce of the prairiesj not a migration
of individualists^ and the best procedures were
enforced. The techniques were adapted from those
of the mountain men, v;ho, in fact, had first or
ganized the trade. The wagons were more closely
directed than those that traveled the northern
trailj discipline xms semi-military, the routines
were established*and there was seldom any reason
to vary themo 59
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These descriptions are not inaccurate, but it is ironic
that DeVoto should single out individualism as the great
evil that afflicted the emigrants, for in Across the Vide
Missouri he says that the mountain men possessed "an ex
tremity, perhaps the maximump of Merican Individualism
and gustOo"^ (They were^ however, willing to sacrifice
that individualism for the semi-military discipline that-
made the fur caravan "a co-operative unit^") DeVoto's
comparisons encourage the" formation of stereotypes^ It
would seem fairer to attribute much of the difference
between the groups to experience^ DeVoto admires the
skill of the mountain man, and as he saysj "skill develops
from controlled, corrected repetitions of an act for v/hich
one has some knacky Skill is a product of experience and
criticism and intelligence. But: there v/as no such-
thing as a "gradugite" emigrant; they made the trip only
once, with no opportunity for "controlled, corrected repe-
titions^" They were bound to be the victims of inexperi-
ence> and inexperience often looks like stupidity. DeVoto
should have been the first to realize and acknowledge that
facts but his personality colors his presentation of the
materials As Robert Edson Lee points outp "his reading of
history mirrors his own needs, beliefs, and attitudes,
One of those beliefs, of course, is that Manifest
Destiny was a central force in the period which his nar-
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rative coverso Across the Wide Missouri Is filled with
the same kinds of metaphor and the same personifications
of historical force that occupy the pages of The Year of
Decision; l846o Again the movements of groups of people
are seen as expressions of the prevailing time-spirit»
The missionaries are a good example;
The missionaries, were vortices of force thrown
out in advance "by the force to the east^^ard
that was making west» Ttiey thought that they
came to bring Christ but in thinking so they
were deceived,, They were agents of a histori
cal energy and what they brought was the
United States^ The Indians had no chanceo If
it looked like religion it was nevertheless-
Manifest Destiny,-^3
DeVoto's approach is more sophisticated than this state
ment indicates, but there is no denying that the langiiage
is blatantly deterministic^ It collapses individual dif
ferences and points toward the kind of unity in American
history that DeVoto explicitly denied^
DsVbto is valuing to admit that there were some dedi
cated and heroic men among the missionaries, but as a
group he finds them even more distasteful than the emi
grants, Yet there is one thing that they have in common
with the mountain men; their leaders, men like Jason Lee
and Karcus VJhitman, are "instruments" of larger forces,
they are leaders being led (driven might be a better word)
by the historical process, Jason Lee, for example, is the
subject of one of BeVoto's most extravagent metaphors;
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Jason Lee was a particle, an exceedingly vigorous
particle, from the core of the expansionist con-
sciousnesss an inflexible will swept into the field
of the national wills instrument of the gigantic
forces that had sent him spinning out in advance of
those to com© like an asteroid moving on the edge
of a planet's orbito-^*^
DeVoto here describes Lee in language that is metaphysical,
cosmico Lee himself could not fully understand his o\m
motivationss but EeVoto is quite ready to speculate on them.
In fact, he is willing to pronounce final judgment on a
o.uestion which has never been adequately answereds
Jason Lee never satisfactorily explained to any
one wnj^j on reaching the people whom his God had
directed him to serve, he did not hesitate even-
momentariljr but passed by on the other sidee
The explanations which lay and religious his
torians have supplied vary too greatljJ" to be -rec
onciled and none are convincing, Ke was simply
a carrier of the Zeitpieist^ Here in 183'^ it can
almost be seen running in his veins, Ey another
three years it spoke with his voice^-^S
BeVoto can base this conclusion on nothing better than
intuition. He admits that there is insufficient evidence,
but he displays a perfect willingness to project his own
feelings about >Ianifest Destiny into the person of Jason
Leeo That projection simplifies matters a great deal; it
also livens the narrative and unifies DeVoto®s boolCo But
this is all rather surprising coming from a man who tena
ciously maintained that a good historian "insists on say
ing nothing that facts do not justify.'*'
These examples reflect a continuation of the tech
niques and concepts that DeVoto employed liberally in The
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Year of Decision; l846o Many more examples co-uld "be
quoted from Across the Wide Missouri,, but the procedure
has been clearly established, and a detailed catalogue is
vinnecessary and would become monotonous. Having •vrritten
these two books, both of which have rather well-defined
chronological limitsy DeVoto addressed himself to a much-
more demanding task.®
Course of Emnire, 1952, is a more complex book;
it is dominated by a theme so spiritual it can hardly be
expressed^ Basically, the theme is the same one which
we have seen beneath the surface of DeVoto's two other-
books s ; the almost"inexorable development in -America of, a
continental empirea But the scope here is tremendous®
The book describes a period of two hundred and seventy-
eight years, from 1527 to 1805? during v:hlch time numerous
explorers were searching the American continent for the
Passage to India,, Interwoven vrith these explorations are
several other "minor themes*^: the effect of the geography
of North -America on the development of the r-ation; the
contention of foijir empires for what is now the United
States; and the relationship of these factors to various^
Indian tribes® DeVoto says that the separate themes are
meaningful^ but'"they are only instruments; the meaning of
the book is their meaning in combination^
These instruments provide DeVoto with the means to
investigate a subtle com"bina.tion of forces that he says
historians too often overlook^ They are the "intangroles"
of American historys
Vihat constituted the Nevr World a nev; vrorld, how
the nev; world made Americans out of European
stocksj what interactions of men and'land estab
lished the configuration of American society—
these are intangibles which historical thinking •
has only gingerly considered^ J^agmented facts,
all commonplacesj, avfait a synthesisers
The Course of Em-pire is BeVoto*s attempt to provide that
synthesis. It is an immense undertaking, one that demands
integration of materials, simplification of complex inter
actions, vast knowledge, and a genuine artistic talents
The book employs a style that is lyrical, rich in metaphor,
dramatic and sometimes mystical; it is heavily stocked with
poetic- perceptions; and it discovers -a number of "higher
truthSo " Organized around the concept of continentalism-,
and skillfully manipulating a number of themes which
eventually form a single force, the book is a unified lit
erary work whose meaning emphatically denies that there is
no unity, no harmony, in American historyo
It would be impossible here to summarize the subject
matter of The Course of Empire^ or to do justice to its
total value as a work of historyo But that is not neces-
saryo It only remains to show its relation to the other
books in the trilogy, and to document its contribution to
the paradox in DeVoto^s writings Several examples should
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sUitice,
The force of continentalism (a kind of infant Manifest
Destiny) makes its appearance at the very outset'of the
"book^ The wheels are set in motion "by Caheza de Vaca, dis
covered by a gang of SparJ.sh slave hunters after eight' years
of wandering lost in the deserts and mountains of what is
now the southwestern part of the United States® He tells
them fantastic stories, firing their imaginations vrith^
thoughts of goldp emerald's, and the imaginary Seven Cities
of Ciholao This is 1536a
So now the conquistadors would push the frontier
of the Spanish Empire out of Mexico into the
area of the United Stateso This slight incre
ment of force, itself a minute integer of ex
perience in a sum of fantasy, made the first
whorl in vrhat v?ould "be a vortex of forces, and
that vortex would "become the contention of four
empireso^^
The language is unmistakable^ This vortex of forces will
eventually propel a certain satellite (Jason Lee) into or
bit, it will send Captain Hiilip St«, G-eorge Cooke to Santa
Fe for a meeting with destinyj and it vrill drive the Donner
party across the G-reat Salt Desert and into the snows of
the Sierra Nevada Mountains; but before it does that it
V7ill send Meriwether Lewis and V/illiam Clark on a' mission
to the mouth of the Columbia River^ Cabeaa de Vaca is the
first link in a long chain of people and events that charts
the course of empire in Mericao
In order to enhance the element of mystery involved
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in the exploration of unlcnown lands, BeVoto uses a single
metaphor consistently throughout the book. This is the
image of "the mist," Uncharted territory is described as
shrouded in this mist, which recedes momentarily, advances^
recedes againj and finally disappears as continued explo
ration fills out the mape It is a romantic image, mysteri
ous and fascinating, and it controls much of the action of
the narrative^ Some of BeVoto^s most lyrical passages de
scribe history in terms of this mist# As in the following:
Dreams have their own gravity and ezert an attrac
tive force on one another. As the mist crept over
New Mexico again follovring Coronado^s failure to
find the corded goldp Oibola stayed where Esteban
first saw it, but Quivera floated off through the-
rainbowso 50
This may not be a substitution of poetry for fact, but- it
certainly is a poetic perception of the process of history®
One force in the ultimate development of a continental
nation clearly emerges as the central one in DeVoto's book:
geography® "I am not writing the history of American geog
raphy," I^Voto says, °*but I must insist on the importance
of this concept, whose consequences have by no means been
sufficiently appreciated^"51 DeVoto emphasizes the- im
portance of geography again and again, until it becomes the
detemining principle in the destiny of the United States®
Manifest Destiny is seen as an outgrowth of the inherent
geographical conditions of the American continent. Actual
geography and "the geography of fantasy"—those aspects of
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geography created "by imagination, dreanip and faulty maps—
somehovr constitute a cohesive force for continentalisBii even
before they are-part of the United States^ For example-p
DeVoto says that "the lands that had "been granted by English
kings according to the geography of fantasy. • . were the
nation's most valuable asset and its strongest cohesive
force^ They were a prime mover in fulfilling the geogra-
phicalj politicalj and psychological destiny that required
UB to be a continental nation^ Again the language is
deterministics casting geography as the "prime moverr"
among a group of forces which "required" America to ful
fill its continental "destiny® " In the following example^
LeYoto uses his metaphor of the mist in combination with:
the features of geography to foreshadow the outcome-of
centuries of history?
In IS-^l Coronado heard that, a great river, which
behind the mist was the Missourip headed in the
eastern slopes of a v/estern range of mountainso
He had heard of a basic feature of our continen
tal geography and a fundamental key to lt» The
year before^ 1540, De Soto had determined the ex
istence of a big rivers the Mississippi, which-
was another basic feature and a fundamental key
of the continental geography^'^ though all but a
short stretch of it vias hidden In the misto
The features were to Involve the destinies of
emplreso53
This rather-esoteric combination forms what DsVoto calls-
"the logic of geography^ " And it Is almost Impossible in
this passage to separate (or distinguish) what is litera
ture from what is history^ The literary device and the
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historical concept have merged into the logic of geography®
Manifest Destiny and continental!sm are the inevitable re-
sults«5^
DeVoto wo-uld probably object strongly to such an anal
ysis. He warns against interpreting his vrriting as a be
lief in determinisms "no one who reads my book can suppose
that 1 believe in historical predestinationo Hen are mas
ters of their societiesj society's v;ill is frees and history
is not geographyp- it is m'en and the events they produce»"55
•^ie must accept DeVoto's statement of his ovm beliefs« But,
it is the purpose of this analysis to compare his stated
beliefs with his actual use of historical materialsp his--
theory with his practiceo tod anyone who reads the five
hundred and fifty-four pages' of the- text of The Course of
Snplre is very likely to forget the few-wordsof warning
in the Preface^, Especially when he reads that the major
features of American geography
compose an articulation^ a pattern, an organic
shape® It is not a perfect symmetry nor a per
fect unity, but it is incomparably closer to
being both than the physical matrix in which -any
other modern nation developed., The American
• teleolQp:y is p;eoRraphical,56 (^Italics added)
Teleologyj American or otherv/ise, clearly operates at the
level of higher truths. It implies purpose and direction,
and if American history embodies a teleology which is geo
graphical, then that geography provides an unmistakable
element of unity and harmony in the process by which the
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nation develops. DeVoto's history trilogy culminates in
this realization, "but the outcome is seldom in doubt from
"the begirjoins^ It simply takes time and a lot of pages
to trace the process backwards from the final result to
its sourceo
If this realization is what is finally left at the.:
center of the stage^ the complex process of getting it.
there has also uncovered the f^Ill force of the paradox in
DeVoto-s vrork^ DeVoto denied the existence of determinism
in his writing, and he denied the va,lidity of all formulas
that sought to explain American history© • He also vigor
ously attacked the application of the literary mind to the
problems of writing historyt. But his oto history, trilogy
employs deterministic language and deterministic histori
cal concepts; it develops a formula which accounts for the
impulses and movements of the historical process in .America;
and it achieves artistic unity by structuring its narra
tives upon the techniques of thematic literature® This is
the paradox, DeVoto himself describes it perfectly, in an
ironic context. He says of Ihomas Jefferson, that ^'though
he may sometimes have thoup;ht that the nation could not
permanently fill its continental system, he acted as if,
manifestly, it could have no other destiny^, The state
ment applies directly to the paradox in DeVoto®s works
although he may have thoup:ht (and written criticism) as if
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no tinity or harmony existed in Merican history, he acted,
wrote historyj as if both were embodied and expressed in
Manifest Destiny^
IV;
Bernard DeVoto-s sustained attack on the literary"
mind, and his struggle to overcome it in himself, contrast'
with his consistent' use of it in writing about .American
historyo The Year of Decisions 1846, Across the \Ilde
Kissouris and The Course of Bnpire are products of the'
literary mind® DeVoto seems not to have realized that
fact, but it is largely responsible for his successes and
his failures®
BeVoto once described his personal preference for a
certain kind of literatures literature that most
interests me is the literature- of man® s loneliness and
hope, his entanglement with the-worlds his words and con-
solationsp his dismay under the night sky^ ^Tnen he is
•vrriting about these things in his histories he is at his~
very best« Few historians can approach his skill at
transforming history into personal experience® He recre
ates events as drama, and he peoples his drama with real
men and v/omen« He brings history to life—the monotony
of it as well as the •excitement^ He is nowhere better
than when he is describing the fur trade-"as a business
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and as a vray of life» "
But the trilogy is essentially a work of synthesis.
It is a synthesis of a huge amount of scholarship and of
a great number of people and events^ As such it must deal
not only with personal experience "but with the process of
history®' Here the literary mind betrays him (or causes^
him to betray himself)« It produces poetic perceptionsa:
it discovers higher truths^ it carries him to the realm of
metaphysics^ These are the very things he objected to so
strongly^ and the paradox in his vrriting appears to be
part of the paradox in his own personality. Wallace
Stegner^ v;ho knew DeVoto about as well as anyone" did, says
he despised literary phonissy r^rcissistic art
ists, public confessors, 'gushers^ long-hairs,
and writers of deathless prose; and he would
despise these because he feared them In him-
selfo All through Benny's life, a submerged
romantic, a literary Harvard boy from Oopey^s
class^ would send up embarrassing bubbles of:
gas, and on© way to cover these moments woiold
be the overt belch of professionalism^59
Stegner^s metaphor also describes the discrepancy between
DeVoto's vrriting of history and his criticism^
Social history is perhaps the most difficult kind of
history to write well® It demands skill in literary ex
pression and a delicate sense of balance. This is Samuel
Eliot Morison's opinion; he addSp
Historians notably lack the talent at description
which novelists have developed to a high degree;
Prescott had it, of course, and Parkman; but you
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can count on the fingers of one hand the Merlcan
historians now writing who can describe a scenep
an eventj or a natural setting in such a way that
the reader can see ito°0
DeVoto had that talent^ too; it was a product of the lit
erary mind. He was indebted to the literary mind more than
he knev; or would ever acknowledge^ But he was right" in-
criticizing it for exceeding the- bounds of historical knov/l-
edgeo There were times when he should have listened to-
himself more closelyo " •
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Footnot'es
For examplep The Year of Declalon; 1846^ published
in 1943, was a Eook-of-the-Month Club selections and its
first printing ran to 300j000 copies; Across the' V/ide
Missourit 1947s won the Pulitzer Prize and the Bancroft
Prize; and The Course of Em-pire, 1952, like the others,
generated enthusiastic^ though not unqualified^ praiso®
^ V/allace Stegner, "The Personality, " in Bbur Portraits
and One Sub.'iects Bernard DeVoto, Catherine Drinker Bowen
et al, (Boston, 1965)» PP® IOT-IO8,
^ Stegnerp Four Portraits, p® 107®
^ DeVoto was a prolific t^riter. Only a small portion
of his total production is relevant to this discussion,
"but it is worth indicating the magnitude and diversity
of his outputs five novels, six serialSj, fifty short
stories, four books of non-fiction, three histories,
four collections of essays,' a number of other books ed
ited or introduced, and more than six hundred essays,
editorials,' and book reviews® A detailed and rather
comprehensive bibliography is provided by Robert Edson
Lee> ""The V/brk of Bernard DeVoto, Introduction and
Annotated Check List,*' urn^ubl. dlsso (State University
of Iowa, 1957) 0
^ Forays- and-Hebuttals (Boston, 193^), p. 177.
^ Minority Heriort- (Boston^ 194o), p. l65o
Minority Re^port^ p» l65o
® Forays and Rebuttals^ p® 104^
"Interrelations of History and Literature,in
Approaches to American Social HistorVc ed« ¥illiam Ec
Lingelbach (New York, 1937)9 35o
The Literary Fallacy (Boston, 1944), po 173o
Mark T\-raln's America is an important book, and it
stimulated a heated controversy which has not yet been
fully resolvedo For a detailed discussion of the Brooks-
DeVoto controversy, see Roger Asselineau, The Literary
HeDutation of Mark Tvrain^ Paris, 1954»
-2 ferii Tvraln' s .AmerlQa (Boston, 1932) y p. XIVo jDeVoto's
claim to experience in frontier living is based on his
having grown up in Ogden, Utah, where he was born in 189Y>
and his consequent contact with society in that "frontier
community. " ft is v?orth pointing out that the frontier
is usually considered to have been a thing of the past after
1890» All such dates are somewhat arbitrary, but tvrentieth-
century Ogden certainly cannot be equated with the Vfestern
frontier of the 1840'So
13 The Literary Fallacy, Po
00
o
14
The Literary Fallacy, Po 5o
15
Jbravs and Rebuttals, p. 165o
16
Forays and Rebuttals", •p® a-60o
17
Foravs and Rebuttals, p» lT2o
18
Forays'and Rebuttals^ p. 177.
19 "Gambridfce Man, " Hdliday,» XVI (July,
20
The Year of Decisions 1846 (Boston.
21
The Year of Decision: 1846, V« 4o
22
-Mark T;';ain's America, P« 321o
DsVotOj "Manifest Destiny,^* Harner' s> CLXXXII (April,
1941), 557o . The meaning of the election is not nearly so
clear or one-sided as BeVoto indicates© I^r a brief but
enlightening discussion of the -election in the context of
the present investigation, consult Frederick Kerlc, Manifest
Destiny and Mission in American Hiatorv (Kevr York, 1963),
ppo 41 ffj -see also Pvay Allen Billington* s The Far Western
24
See Four Portraits, P® 123»
25 The Year of Decisions• 1846, 181.
26'
The Year of Decision: 1846, p« 185.
27 The Year of Decision; 1846, Vo 186»
28
The Year of Decision; 1846, p. 271.
29 The Year of Decisions 1846, P-" 2l4o
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^ This marlia the beginning of DeVoto's "baclairard pro
jection of Manifest Deatinyj not merely as a term that
describes historical movements, "but as an actual personi
fied force affecting the destiny of the Merlcan nation.
Yet the first "G-reat Migration" occurred in 1843, and the
term Manifest Destiny itself did not appear until it was
coined "by John L„ 0* Sullivan in an editorial on the Texas
question in the Democratic Review for July and August,
1845. See Merk, Manifest Destiny and Mission in American
History, p. 27»
The circumstances of the discovery of Miller's
sketches are described by Mae Reed Porter, the woman who
bought them and arranged for their publication, in a
Forward to Across the Vfide Missouri, pp. XV-XVIII® DeVoto
•provides an interesting at)penciix, ^^^e Klrst Illustrators
of the West," pp. 391-415, in which he compares Miller's
work with that of tvro other western artists, George Catlln
and Charles Bodmer.
Across the Wide Missourla p. XI.
33 Across the Vfide Missouri^ P- 159.
34 Across the Wide Missourio P-
CO
35 Bbravs and Rebuttals, Wo 171-172.
36
Across the Wide Missouri, P* 379.
37, Across the Wide Missourio p. 381.
38
The Year of Decisions 1846, p. 161.
39
The Year of Decisions 1846o pe 250.
40
Across the V/ide Missouri, p. 44/
41
Across the Wide Missouri. P« 158.
42 "The Work of Bernard DeVoto, " p. 109
43 Across the Wide Missouri^ p. 371.
44
Across the Wide Missouri. p. 355»
45 Across the V/ide Missouri, p. 200.
46
Lee, "The Work of Bernard DeVbto," p, 98,
47
The Course of SmTDire, Po XIV,
48
The Course of Empire, Pc 403
49
The Course of SmiDire, Po lOo
50
The Course of Bn'oireo p« 62.
51
The Course of Empire^ p- 565
36
DeVoto may not "be wit-
"t-n^ite much -American history largely in terms of 'its S^OS"*
raphy—especially vrhere crucial matters are concernedo
52
The Course of Ssi'Direv ?♦• 60®
The Course of S^xiire, p, 5^o'
CA
This kind of thinking is perfectly in line with those
who preached Manifest Destiny in the l840*So As Albert K®
Vfeinberg points out, "the expansionists added to the idea'
of the natural boundary a metaphysical dogma v^hich converted
it into the theory that may be called geographical pre-
destination« They quaintly held that nature or the natural
order of things destined-.natural boundaries for nations in
general and the United States, the nation.of special- destiny,
in particular. " Manifest 'Destiny (Baltimore, 1935), P<» ^3o
56
The Course of Bnpireo V* 404,
57 The Course of •jEmnirec •v* 403o
Minority Reijort^ ppd •168-169.
?\:>ur gortraitSa pp® 87-889.
60 Hpaith of a Historian, ". American Historical Review.
LVI (January, -1951)> 273«
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